DISQUALIFICATION REPORT
DATE: __________

EVENT: __________

HEAT: __________

LANE: __________

FREESTYLE

TSR2.2 Did not touch wall [4A]

TSR2.3 Head under water for more than 15 metres after start or turn [4B]
BACKSTROKE

TSR3.1 Toes bent over the lip of the gutter at start _____ [2A] Standing in or on the gutter at start._____ [2B]

TSR3.2 Body position at or exceeding 90 degrees from horizontal [2G]

TSR3.3 Head under water for more than 15 metres after start or turn [2D]

TSR3.4 Non-continuous turning motion [2E] _____ Kicking [2M] _____ Arm pull _____ [2N]

TSR3.4 Did not touch the wall at turn [2F] _____ Not on back after leaving the wall_____ [2C]

TSR3.5 Did not touch the wall on the back at finish [2H]
BREASTSTROKE

TSR4.2 Body not on breast [3A]

TSR4.2 Arms not moving simultaneously and in the same horizontal plane (alternating) [3B]

TSR4.3 Hands moving beyond hip line_____ [3C] Elbows above water during the race. _____ [3K]

TSR4.4 Legs not moving simultaneously and in the same horizontal plane(alternating) [3D]

TSR4.1 Butterfly kick at start & turn not followed by a breaststroke kick. [3Q]

TSR4.1 Stroke out of sequence at start (breaststroke kick followed by butterfly Kick) [3R]

TSR4.1 Multiple dolphin kicks at start & turn. [3F]

TSR4.5 Feet not turned outward during propulsive part of kick_____ [3S] Scissors kick_____ [3G]
Flutter kick _____ [3T] Dolphin kick _____[3F]

TSR4.6 _____ Non-simultaneous touch [3N] _____ One hand touch [3L]

TSR4.4 Head did not break the surface of the water during one complete/incomplete pull and kick cycle [3H]

TSR4.4 Head did not break the surface of the water before the widest point of the second stroke [3H]
BUTTERFLY

TSR5.1 Body not on breast (at the first arm stroke) [1A]

TSR5.2 Arms not brought forward together above water _____ [1B] Arms not brought backward simultaneously _____ [1C]

TSR5.3 Alternating movement of the feet _____ [1D] Breaststroke kicking movement _____ [1E]

TSR5.4 Non simultaneous touch _____ [1I] One hand touch _____ [1J]

TSR5.5 Under water for more than one complete arm pull [1L]

TSR5.5 Under water for more than 15 metres after start/turn_____ [1K] Under water during the race _____ [1M]
MEDLEY SWIMMING

TSR6.1 Stroke not done in correct order for individual medley(Butterfly, backstroke, breaststroke, freestyle) [5A]

TSR6.2 Stroke not done in correct order for medley relay(Backstroke, breaststroke, butterfly, freestyle) [5A]

TSR6.3 Refer to stroke infraction.
OTHER INFRACTIONS

TSR1.1 False start - starting before the starting signal has been given. [7A]

TSR7.1 Did not finish the race [7C]

TSR7.3 Did not touch the wall when turning _____ [7M] Took a stride or step or walked on the bottom of the pool _____ [7G]

TSR7.4 Walked during freestyle events/freestyle portion of medley [7G]

TSR7.5 Pulled on lane rope [7I]

TSR7.6/TSR7.8 Interference with another swimmer [7F]

TSR7.8/TSR7.11/TSR7.13- Entered the water before all swimmers from all the teams finished the race. [7E]

TSR7.10 Early start in relay events.(Feet of outgoing swimmer looses touch with the starting platform before the incoming swimmer
touches the wall) [6E-G]

TSR7.12 Failure to swim according to the order specified on the relay cards during the relay events. [6H]
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